
Supply List
Printmaking Techniques in Painting

Janet Trierweiler

Printing Plate Gelli Plate https://www.gelliarts.com. There are many companies that make Gelli
plates. Make sure you read reviews. Gelliart’s plate is good. Glass can also be used in place of
the Gelli plate.

Brayer - 4” brayer

Baren Flat bottom jar or wooden spoon

Paints If you use Acrylic paint you will need Golden Open Medium or Glazing Medium to add
to your paint or if you use Open Acrylic paints, there is no need for the medium Inks If you
prefer to use water based block printing ink. These are made specifically for block  printing but
acrylics and water based oils work fine. Water-based printmaking inks are the other  option.

Paint Brushes

Stencils If you have stencils or want to purchase one or more stencils you can use these and
we will be making our own stencils.

Chip board, thin plastic, transparency paper or acetate for making

stencils Relief Printing Block Soft-cut or Speedball Speedy Carve Block

3x4 or 4x6 Ball point pen

Soft Graphite Pencils 6B, 7B, 8B or 9B

Linoleum Cutters https://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-lino-cutter-set/

$8.99 Exacto knife

Palette paper or Reynolds freezer paper bigger than your Gelli Plate

Paper Lots of paper for experimentation. The smoother the paper, the more detailed the print.
The more absorbent the paper, the easier to print. Japanese rice paper is good. No Glossy
Paper for use with the Gelli plates. It does something to break down the mineral oil  in the
plate and sticks to the plate.

Please Note: Classes and workshops may be canceled if enrollment minimums are not
reached. You will be notified by telephone at least 3 days prior to the scheduled start date
should cancellation become necessary.
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Tape painters tape or masking tape

Spray Bottle

Baby wipes, for cleaning off your plate, you can also use a wet paper

towel Rags

If you have questions, feel free to email janettrierweiler@gmail.com
We will be going over the supply list the first day of class.
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